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Janus droplets are compound droplets that consist of two adhering drops of different
fluids that are suspended in a third fluid. We use the Shan-Chen lattice Boltzmann
method for multicomponent mixtures to simulate Janus droplets at rest and in shear.
In this simulation model, interfacial tensions are not known a priori from the model
parameters and must be determined using numerical experiments. We show that in-
terfacial tensions obtained with the Young-Laplace law are consistent with those
measured from the equilibrium geometry. The regimes of adhering, separated, and
engulfing droplets were explored. Two different adhesion geometries were considered
for two-dimensional simulations of Janus droplets in shear. The first geometry resem-
bles two adhering circles with small overlap. In the second geometry, the two halves
are semicircular. For both geometries, the rotation rate of the droplet depends on its
orientation. The width of the periodic simulation domain also affects the rotation rate
of both droplet types up to an aspect ratio of 6:1 (width:height). While the droplets
with the first geometry oscillated about the middle of the domain, the droplets of the
second geometry did not translate while rotating. A four-pole vortex structure inside
droplets of the second geometry was found. These simulations of single Janus droplets
reveal complex behaviour that implies a rich range of possibilities for the rheology of
Janus emulsions. C© 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861717]

I. INTRODUCTION

Simulation methods are available for studying the various industrial processes that involve
flows of three fluids. While many applications involve a gas phase and two liquid phases, such as
oil recovery from porous media (simulations of two-phase imbibition were described by Gunde
et al.1) and bubbly flows relevant to nuclear safety,2 dispersions of two immiscible liquids in a third
liquid have been studied only recently. These new examples of three-component systems motivate
a detailed analysis of their behaviour and the evaluation of simulation methods specifically for
their unique characteristics. Under certain conditions, droplets of the two dispersed liquids may
adhere to form a compound droplet called a Janus droplet after the two-faced character in Roman
mythology.3, 4

Several interesting phenomena involving Janus droplets have been recently discussed in the
literature. Hasinovic et al. described a method for generating bulk quantities of an emulsion with
Janus droplets, called a Janus emulsion.5, 6 Adhering, engulfed, and distinct droplets have been
produced in microfluidic devices.7, 8 Droplet adhesion was also considered by Chen et al.,9 who
used a third immiscible liquid to separate droplets for microfluidic protein crystallization. Finally,
Guzowski et al.10 recently produced long Janus droplet chains in a microfluidic device. These chains
are long sequences of adhering fluid drops of alternating compositions. Such chains can coil up
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without coalescing and could create a fluid with interesting rheology.10 Considering the range of
possible geometries for a Janus droplet, emulsions of Janus droplets and chains likely have complex
rheologies that depend on the interfacial tensions between the liquids. Simulations provide a way to
investigate the behaviour of Janus emulsions, starting with simulations of one droplet.

Simulations of three-component systems have been previously performed using the Cahn-
Hilliard model2, 11 and the free-energy lattice Boltzmann method (LBM).12 However, these methods
were evaluated for lenses at the interface between two stratified fluids and not adhering droplets.
Lenses between two stratified fluids have also been studied by Leclaire, Reggio, and Trépanier,13

who used the colour-model LBM. Another simulation method, the multicomponent LBM of Shan
and Chen,14 has not been evaluated for lenses or adhering droplets. Hence, the focus of the present
work is to evaluate the Shan-Chen method specifically for its ability to simulate Janus droplets.
Though phase separation is automatic in the Shan-Chen LBM, a disadvantage of the method is
that interfacial tensions are not input parameters and a theoretical equation that relates interfacial
tensions to input parameters is not available.15 Therefore, interfacial tensions must be determined
“empirically” from simulations by applying the Young-Laplace law to droplet interfaces and their
pressure jumps. Since interfacial tensions specify the equilibrium geometry of adhering droplets, we
derive equations for calculating interfacial tensions from the equilibrium geometry. We show that
the Young-Laplace law and the equilibrium geometry provide consistent results for the interfacial
tensions when using the Shan-Chen LBM to simulate Janus droplets. We then study the rotation of
individual Janus droplets in shear flow, as observed experimentally by Torza and Mason,16 as a first
step towards gaining insight into the rheology of Janus emulsions and chains.10

II. EQUILIBRIUM DROPLET GEOMETRY

The equilibrium geometry of adhering droplets was analyzed by Torza and Mason in a paper
published in 1970.16 However, they did not use the nomenclature of “Janus droplet” or “Janus
emulsion” and their work is rarely cited in the literature on these more recent topics. Due to the
importance of the equilibrium geometry for analyzing simulations, we briefly review this topic. We
also derive convenient explicit equations for measuring interfacial tensions from the equilibrium
geometry and for the inverse problem of determining the geometry for known interfacial tensions.
The equations could be used, for example, to measure changes in interfacial tensions over time due
to diffusion of the three components and their non-zero solubilities in each other.9

The geometry of a pair of adhering droplets is shown in Fig. 1. For the analysis that follows,
we consider a cross sectional plane through the centres of the spherical droplets. The analysis is
therefore two dimensional, but results are provided for the full three-dimensional geometry as well.
The bulk fluid is denoted Fluid 0. The upper droplet consists of Fluid 1, R1 is the primary radius of
curvature, and the angle between the centre line and the three fluid contact point is θ1. The definitions
are the same for the lower droplet of Fluid 2, but a subscript 2 replaces the 1. The radius of curvature
of the interface between the droplets is Rc. Without loss of generality, the lower droplet is assumed to
have a higher internal pressure P2 than the upper droplet (with pressure P1). The interfacial tension
between fluids i and j is denoted γ ij.

As in Torza and Mason,16 a force balance between the interfacial tensions is used to study the
equilibrium geometry. Figure 2 shows the geometry of the interfacial forces. The horizontal force
balance is

γ01 cos(θ1) + γ02 cos(θ2) = γ12 cos(θc). (1)

The vertical force balance is

γ01 sin(θ1) + γ12 sin(θc) = γ02 sin(θ2). (2)

Since the co-linear circles defined by the radii R1, R2, and Rc all intersect at the three fluid contact
point, we have the condition that

a ≡ R1 sin(θ1) = R2 sin(θ2) = Rc sin(θc). (3)
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FIG. 1. Geometry of a cross section through a pair of adhering droplets.

Substitution of Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) provides

γ01

R1
+ γ12

Rc
= γ02

R2
. (4)

The vertical force balance is therefore equivalent to the Young-Laplace law condition that the
pressure jump across one droplet-bulk interface must be the sum of the pressure jumps across the

R1

R2

Rc

h
θ1

θ2

θc
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γ02

θ2

γ12

θc

FIG. 2. Force balance at the three fluid contact point between two adhering droplets.
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other droplet-bulk interface and the droplet-droplet interface. That is,

P2 − P0 = (P2 − P1) + (P1 − P0) ⇒ 2γ02

R2
= 2γ12

Rc
+ 2γ01

R1
. (5)

Here we have used the Young-Laplace law for the pressure jump �P across a droplet interface with
radius R and surface tension γ , which is

�P = α
γ

R
, (6)

where α = 1 for a circle in 2D and α = 2 for a sphere in 3D.
Interfacial tensions and droplet volumes can be determined from measurements of the equi-

librium geometry. Using Eqs. (1) and (4), the ratios of the interfacial tensions as a function of the
angles and radii are

γ01

γ12
= R1

Rc

(
Rc cos(θc) − R2 cos(θ2)

R1 cos(θ1) + R2 cos(θ2)

)
, (7)

γ02

γ12
= R2

Rc

(
Rc cos(θc) + R1 cos(θ1)

R1 cos(θ1) + R2 cos(θ2)

)
. (8)

Alternatively, using Eqs. (1) and (2), the ratios as a function of only the angles are

γ01

γ12
= sin(θ2) cos(θc) − cos(θ2) sin(θc)

cos(θ1) sin(θ2) + cos(θ2) sin(θ1)
, (9)

γ02

γ12
= cos(θ1) sin(θc) + sin(θ1) cos(θc)

cos(θ1) sin(θ2) + cos(θ2) sin(θ1)
. (10)

The individual interfacial tensions cannot be determined because the force balance would be satisfied
without a change in geometry if all interfacial tensions were to be scaled by the same factor.

For completeness, we provide equations for calculating the cross-sectional areas of the droplets
and their volumes. The droplet cross-sectional areas for the geometry shown in Fig. 1 are

A1 = π R2
1 − 1

2
R2

1 (2θ1 − sin(2θ1)) − 1

2
R2

c (2θc − sin(2θc)) , (11)

A2 = π R2
2 − 1

2
R2

2 (2θ2 − sin(2θ2)) + 1

2
R2

c (2θc − sin(2θc)) . (12)

The droplet volumes are

V1 = 4

3
π R3

1 − π R3
1

3

(
2 − 2 cos θ1 − cos θ1 sin2 θ1

) − π R3
c

3

(
2 − 2 cos θc − cos θc sin2 θc

)
,

(13)

V2 = 4

3
π R3

2 − π R3
2

3

(
2 − 2 cos θ2 − cos θ2 sin2 θ2

) + π R3
c

3

(
2 − 2 cos θc − cos θc sin2 θc

)
.

(14)

Determining the equilibrium geometry explicitly for given interfacial tensions (γ 01, γ 02, and
γ 12) and droplet sizes (R1 and R2) is more complex. The required angles, inter-droplet distance, and
internal interface curvature are

θ1 + θ2 = cos−1

⎡
⎢⎢⎣1

2

1 −
((

γ01

γ12

)2
+

(
γ02

γ12

)2
)

(
γ01

γ12

) (
γ02

γ12

)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (15)
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h2 = R2
1 + R2

2 + 2R1 R2 cos(θ1 + θ2), (16)

θ1 = cos−1

[
R2

1 + h2 − R2
2

2R1h

]
= cos−1

[
R1 + R2 cos(θ1 + θ2)

h

]
, (17)

θ2 = cos−1

[
R2

2 + h2 − R2
1

2R2h

]
= cos−1

[
R2 + R1 cos(θ1 + θ2)

h

]
, (18)

θc = −θ1 + cos−1

⎡
⎢⎢⎣1

2

−1 +
((

γ01

γ02

)2
+

(
γ12

γ02

)2
)

(
γ01

γ02

) (
γ12

γ02

)
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (19)

1

Rc
= 1

R2

γ02

γ12
− 1

R1

γ01

γ12
. (20)

The radii can be related to the areas using Eqs. (11) and (12); the volumes are specified by
Eqs. (13) and (14).

When ensuring that the arguments of cos −1 are bounded between ±1, we obtain the same
conditions as Chen et al.9 for equilibrium adhesion of droplets:

γ01 ≤ γ02 + γ12, (21)

γ02 ≤ γ01 + γ12, (22)

γ12 ≤ γ01 + γ02. (23)

If these conditions are not satisfied, the interfacial tensions cannot balance and the droplets will
remain separated (when γ 12 > γ 01 + γ 02) or one will engulf the other (when γ 01 > γ 02 + γ 12

or γ 02 > γ 01 + γ 12). An interesting observation is that the conditions for adhesion depend only
on the interfacial tensions; the relative sizes of the droplets do not affect the outcome of droplet
interactions. This explains why adhering droplets with a wide range of diameters were produced
by the bulk emulsification method of Hasinovic, Friberg, and Rong.5 Another consequence of the
adhesion conditions is that for a given set of three fluids, changing which phase is the continuous
phase can turn a system with engulfing droplets into one with distinct droplets or vice versa. If
droplets adhere for one choice of dispersed and continuous phases, the dispersed phase droplets will
adhere for all choices.

The special case of a flat interface between adhering droplets must be considered separately.
The condition for a flat interface is

γ01

R1
= γ02

R2
. (24)

When this condition is satisfied, Rc → ∞ and the pressures in the droplets are equal.
We now apply the results of the geometric analysis to determine interfacial tensions in three-

component Shan-Chen LBM simulations. We verify that the correct equilibrium geometry is ob-
tained.

III. SIMULATION METHOD

Systems with multiple immiscible fluids can be simulated using the multicomponent lattice
Boltzmann method of Shan and Chen.14 In this model, multiple fluids are coupled through a repulsive
interaction potential that maintains phase separation and provides interfacial tension. For simplicity,
two-dimensional simulations were used to study droplet interactions. A regular lattice with nine
discrete directions was used (a D2Q9 lattice). For brevity, the details of the lattice Boltzmann
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TABLE I. Input parameters for the six simulations.

Case g01 g02 g12 R1 R2

1 0.30 0.25 0.20 45 45
2 0.23 0.33 0.27 45 45
3 0.30 0.30 0.15 45 45
4 0.26 0.24 0.31 45 27
5 0.17 0.17 0.40 45 30
6 0.15 0.38 0.15 45 30

method and Shan-Chen multicomponent model are omitted here. Chen and Doolen17 and Aidun and
Clausen18 provide a review of lattice Boltzmann methods, the multicomponent model is described
by Shan and Chen14 and Shan and Doolen,19 and examples of applications are provided by Yang
et al.20 and Kang, Zhang, and Chen.15 We used a single-relaxation-time BGK (Bhatnagar-Gross-
Krook) collision operator with equal relaxation times for each component of the multicomponent
Shan-Chen model. Since separation of the components into liquid and vapour phases is undesirable,
each component was treated as ideal. The interaction forces between components were implemented
by shifting the velocity used in the calculation of the equilibrium density distribution.

The magnitudes of the repulsive interactions between each pair of fluids are inputs into the
Shan-Chen model. The effect of the interaction potential strength on interfacial tension must be
determined empirically.15, 20 This is performed by measuring the interfacial curvature and the pressure
difference from simulation data and applying the Young-Laplace law. Pressures in LBM simulations
are obtained using an equation of state. For the multicomponent model, the equation of state for the
pressure P at each lattice node is15, 19, 20

P = 1

3

∑
k

ρk + 3

2

∑
k,k̄

gkk̄ρkρk̄, (25)

where gij is the interaction potential strength between fluids i and j, k counts over the number of
components, and ρk is the density of the kth component. The notation k̄ denotes the values of the
index that differ from k. The factor of 3

2 arises from the projection of a four dimensional face-centred
hypercubic (FCHC) lattice to two dimensions. Due to this projection, the interaction strengths along
the directions of the lattice have different weights. Like the weighting used by Kang, Zhang, and
Chen15 for a three-dimensional simulation, we use gij for the directions with length 1 and 1

4 gi j

for the directions with length
√

2. The values of gij used in this work are between 0.15 and 0.4
(Table I), ensuring that the components remain separated and the simulations are stable.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Equilibrium configurations

Table I lists the parameters for the six runs that were used to study equilibrium configurations. In
all cases, the domain was fully periodic with 256 × 256 nodes, chosen to ensure adequate resolution
of the droplets. For each case, the domain was initialized with two circular droplets of Fluids 1 and
2 in Fluid 0. To ensure slight overlap and therefore interaction between the droplets, the distance
between the centres of the circles was 98% of the sum of their radii. The density of each fluid was
initialized as 1 where that fluid is present and 0.01 in the remainder of the domain. The relaxation
times of all three fluids were one, corresponding to a kinematic viscosity of 1

6 . These values are
given in lattice units, with the lattice spacing (length scale), time step (time scale), and reference
mass (density scale) all being one.

Figure 3 shows the simulation state for each case after 500 000 time steps, which was found
to be sufficient to achieve steady state in all cases. The circles shown in Fig. 3 were determined by
fitting circles to points on the interface between each pair of fluids. The interface between fluids i
and j was considered to be located where the densities of the two fluids were equal as determined
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Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

FIG. 3. Equilibrium droplet shapes for Cases 1–6 with circles fitted to the interfaces.

using linear interpolation between nodal values. The centres and radii of the circles were obtained
using the least-squares fitting method of Pratt.21 This method was chosen due to its robustness when
fitting circles with a large radius to data from a small arc such as the interface between two droplets.
While the droplets adhere in Cases 1–4, they remain separate in Case 5, and one engulfs the other in
Case 6.

Figure 4 shows the evolution of the Case 2 simulation from the initial condition towards
equilibrium. After the upper fluid spreads over the lower droplet, it retracts slightly before reaching
the equilibrium shape.

We can obtain the interfacial tensions from the Young-Laplace law by using the radii of the fitted
circles and the pressures in each fluid phase. The dependence of the interfacial tension, which was
measured in this way, on the strength of the interaction potential is shown in Fig. 5. Since the fluid
interface is absent for one fluid pair in Cases 5 and 6, the interfacial tensions between those pairs of
fluids cannot be obtained by applying the Young-Laplace law. The Young-Laplace law also cannot
be used for Case 3 because the interface between the two droplet phases is flat and the pressure
difference vanishes. The interfacial tensions can, however, be estimated using a linear least-squares
fit to the data in Fig. 5. We note that the horizontal axis intercept at gij = 0.085 reflects the fact
that the interaction potential strength must exceed a threshold for phase separation to occur. For
Case 5, the tension of the interface that is absent at equilibrium is estimated as 0.14; in Case 6, it is
0.13. In both of these cases, the tension of the absent interface exceeds the sum of the tensions of
the present interfaces, preventing adhesion of the droplets. In the other cases (1–4), the maximum
tension is less than the sum of the others, and we obtain adhering droplets. In Case 3, the tension
of the flat interface γ 12 is estimated to be 0.03, which is about one third of the other two interfacial
tensions (0.08), creating the nearly semicircular shape of both droplet phases. The simulation results
are therefore consistent with the adhesion conditions, Eqs. (21)–(23).

The interfacial tension ratios determined from the equilibrium geometry are compared with the
ratios of the Young-Laplace interfacial tensions in Fig. 6. Only the cases in which all three tensions
could be determined from the Young-Laplace law are considered, i.e., 1, 2, and 4. The excellent
agreement throughout the range of tested ratios indicates that the Shan-Chen LBM for simulating
ternary mixtures of immiscible fluids reproduces the expected interfacial force behaviour. The relative
differences between the ratios computed using Eqs. (7) and (8) (shown in Fig. 6) versus (9) and (10)
were below 0.2%. The equivalence of the two sets of equations for the tension ratios depends on the
geometry satisfying the mutual contact constraint given by Eq. (3). The close agreement between

FIG. 4. Initial droplet shapes followed by the shapes after 1000, 2000, 5000, and 10 000 time steps (left to right) for Case 2.
See the accompanying video for an animation (Multimedia view). [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861717.1]
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FIG. 5. Interfacial tension (in lattice units) as a function of interaction potential strength for all cases (dots) together with
the least-squares linear fit (line), γ = 0.444gij − 0.0377.

the results for the two sets of equations therefore indicates that the three fitted circles all intersect at
the same points.

B. Janus droplets in shear flow

The behaviour of a Janus droplet in shear, and therefore the rheology of Janus emulsions,
depends on the shape of the compound drop. Torza and Mason16 studied the rotation of Janus
droplets in shear experimentally, and we now consider analogous simulations. In the simulations
of droplets at equilibrium, all four boundaries are periodic. In the simulations of sheared droplets
that follow, the left and right boundaries remain periodic while the upper and lower boundaries
are replaced with solid walls moving at a constant horizontal speed (in opposite directions). These
velocity boundary conditions were applied using the method of Ladd22 to each of the three fluids.
This method conserves the mass of each component. In contrast, the boundary condition of Zou and
He23 does not ensure mass conservation, causing problems with the low-concentration components
along the boundaries. In simulations with the Zou and He23 boundary condition, layers with fluid of
one of the droplet components formed at the sheared walls.

While the steady-state flow field around a stationary droplet should be zero, spurious currents
are present near interfaces in many multiphase fluid simulation methods due to discretization errors.
In the Shan-Chen method, spurious currents are the result of discretization in density gradient
calculations and a consequent lack of isotropy.24 Figure 7 shows the steady-state spurious currents
for Cases 2 and 3 (in Table I). The maximum spurious current magnitudes occur at the nodes along
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FIG. 6. Parity plot of the tension ratios obtained from the equilibrium geometry (Eqs. (7) and (8)) and the Young-Laplace
law.
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FIG. 7. Spurious currents at steady state in Cases 2 (left) and 3 (right). The maximum speed is 0.034 in Case 2 and 0.020 in
Case 3. The bottom figures show the spurious current magnitudes along the dashed vertical lines in the upper figures.

the interfaces and are of order 10−2. As shown in Fig. 7, the spurious currents then rapidly decrease
by an order of magnitude as the distance from the interface increases. Spurious currents are typically
of order 10−3 at nodes that are at least three nodes away from an interface. The magnitude of the
spurious currents imposes a lower bound on the shear speeds that can be considered for simulations
of droplets in shear. The characteristic speed γ̇ R, where γ̇ is the shear rate and R is a characteristic
radius of the compound drop, and therefore the wall shear speed must be higher than the speed of
the spurious currents. Otherwise, spurious currents dominate, and unphysical results are expected.
High shear rates are therefore desirable, but arbitrarily large shear rates cannot be used because
flow speeds must be lower than the speed of sound in the LBM simulations ( 1√

3
) to ensure that

incompressible flow is simulated. Due to these constraints on the shear speed, we consider shear
speeds u0 between 0.005 and 0.05 at the walls.

The behaviour of two types of Janus droplets (Case 2 and 3) in shear was studied to show the
effect of the surface tension ratios on the behaviour of one droplet in shear. Figure 8 illustrates the
behaviour of a Case 2 droplet. For all the simulations of shear flow, the two initial drop radii were 45
lattice nodes. The shear flow was started instantaneously after 100 000 timesteps of equilibration.
The domain size was W × H = 256 × 256. For droplets in shear flow, we can define a Reynolds
number Re = γ̇ L2

ν
, where γ̇ = 2u0

H is the shear rate, L is a characteristic length, and ν is a kinematic
viscosity (all three fluids have ν = 1

6 ). The ratio of viscous and capillary forces is described by

FIG. 8. Janus droplet in shear at Re = 0.95. A solid line connects the centres of mass of the two adhering droplets. The view
shifts horizontally with the centre of mass of the red drop. The definition of the orientation angle φ is shown in the first frame.
Time proceeds from left to right, and the dimensionless time interval between each frame is γ̇ t = 3.9. See the accompanying
video for an animation (Multimedia view). [URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861717.2]
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a capillary number Ca = μγ̇ L
γ

, where μ is a dynamic viscosity and γ is an interfacial tension. In
a system with three fluids and three fluid-fluid interfaces, there are many choices for specifying
the capillary number. For the simulations with fixed fluid properties and varying shear rates, it
is convenient to define another dimensionless parameter: the ratio of the Reynolds and capillary
numbers Re

Ca = γ L
ρν2 . This parameter does not depend on the shear rate and contains only geometric

and fluid parameters. Using the initial droplet radius (45) as the characteristic length, a fluid density
of one, and a typical droplet-bulk interfacial tension of 0.1 (density and tension are in lattice units),
we obtain Re

Ca = 162. With the initial radius of the droplets (45) as the characteristic length and shear
speeds between 0.005 and 0.05, the range of Reynolds numbers is 0.47 and 4.7. For such Reynolds
numbers of order 1, capillary numbers are of order 10−2, which indicates that little deformation from
a circular interface shape should be expected due to the dominance of interfacial forces over viscous
stresses. The absence of noticeable deformation from the equilibrium shape is confirmed in Fig. 8.

The rotation rate of a Janus droplet and the vertical component of its centre of mass at two shear
rates (Reynolds numbers) are shown in Fig. 9 for one rotation cycle. For Re � 1, rigid spherical
droplets25 and cylinders in shear26 rotate at an average angular rate ω = 1

2 γ̇ . The speed of a point
on the interface of a droplet depends on its position along the interface,25, 27 and the rotation rate of
a pair of spheres depends on its angle relative to the flow.28 We therefore show the dimensionless
rotation rate 2ω

γ̇
as a function of the orientation angle φ. The orientation of the Janus droplets was

determined by finding the centres of mass of the two constituent droplets. The angle φ is the angle
between the horizontal axis and the line connecting the centres of mass (this line segment is shown
in Fig. 8). Rotation rates were obtained using central finite differences. In the two cases, the rotation
rates vary around an average of about ω̄ = 0.35γ̇ with an amplitude of 0.25γ̇ . The rotation rates are
lowest when the droplet is horizontal, i.e., φ ≈ 0; rotation is fastest when φ ≈ π /2 and the droplet
is oriented vertically. The rotation rates are nearly the same for the two Reynolds numbers. Despite
the subtle asymmetry in the shape of the Janus droplet, the rotation rate exhibits a periodicity with a
period of π with respect to the orientation angle. The vertical motion, however, repeats over a period
of 2π . At both Reynolds numbers, the Janus droplet is closest to either wall when the larger radius
(red) portion of the droplet is closer to the wall and the droplet is oriented with the shear flow (i.e.,
0 < φ < π /2 or −π < φ < −π /2). The amplitude of the vertical motion decreases slightly with
increasing Reynolds number. This trend of decreasing amplitude in the vertical motion continues
to higher Reynolds numbers; in a simulation with Re = 4.7, the droplet did not rotate or move
vertically, but instead adopted a steady orientation and vertical position. The changes in behaviour
may be due to the increasing effects of confinement and the finite size of the periodic domain with
increasing Reynolds numbers. Simulations with larger domains are needed to assess these effects.
However, such studies are not currently possible due to the restricted range of parameters in which
simulations are feasible. Maintaining the same Re and droplet radius while increasing the domain
size by a factor of two (while keeping the relaxation time equal to one for low spurious currents)
requires increasing the shear speed by the same factor, making it approach the speed of sound in the
LBM.

Simulations in wider domains are possible, and Fig. 9 shows the effects of increasing the width
of the domain on the motion of a Case 2 Janus droplet sheared at Re = 0.95. The size of droplets in
these simulations with the Shan-Chen method is the result of an equilibrium between the droplet and
bulk concentrations, and therefore the initial concentrations of the droplet components in the bulk
(see Sec. IV A) must be changed as the domain size is increased to ensure that the equilibrium droplet
size remains constant. Several simulations were performed to find the required initial concentrations
of the two phases in the larger domains that would provide the same drop size as in the smallest
domain. Though varying one concentration affects the size of both adhering drops, the effect on
the drop of the phase that is not varied is significantly smaller than the effect on the drop of the
phase that is varied. Consequently, the two unknown initial concentrations may be determined by
independently varying them until the sizes of both drops are correct. In the widest domain, the
required drop sizes could not be achieved only by varying the bulk concentration of the drop phases,
and therefore the initial concentration in the drop phase was also varied. Keeping all other parameters
constant, increasing the width of the domain alters the rotation and translation of the droplets. The
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(right) as a function of the orientation angle at two Reynolds numbers and several domain widths at Re = 0.95. Due to the
definition of φ, time proceeds from right to left (π to −π ).

effect of the domain width on the vertical motion is small: the amplitude of the vertical oscillation
decreases 19% as the width of the domain increases by a factor of six. Over this six-fold increase
in width, the orientations for minimum and maximum rotation rate remain effectively constant, the
minimum rotation rate decreases slightly, and the maximum rotation rate increases. The result is a
net increase in the average rotation rate from ω̄ = 0.35γ̇ to 0.4γ̇ . The amplitude of the variation in
the rotation rate increases from 0.25γ̇ to 0.35γ̇ .

For comparison with the Case 2 simulations, the experimental rotation rates obtained for a similar
Janus droplet geometry by Torza and Mason16 are shown in Fig. 10. The data for the two shear rates
collapse to a single curve with an average rotation rate ω̄ = 0.5γ̇ and an amplitude of 0.2γ̇ . Torza
and Mason16 also measured the periods τ of the rotation, obtaining values of γ̇ τ/4π between 1.09
and 1.26. In the simulations (Fig. 9), the periods are γ̇ τ/4π ≈ 1.8 for both Reynolds numbers and
independent of the domain width. The periods of rotation in the experiments and simulations may be
compared with the period of a rigid ellipsoid with a similar aspect ratio. For a rigid ellipsoid with an
axis ratio of 1.3 (a typical aspect ratio of the experimental and simulated Janus droplets), the period
of a Jeffery29 orbit is γ̇ τ/4π = 1.03. The experimental droplets therefore rotate slightly slower than
rigid ellipsoids and faster than the simulated droplets. In the experiments, the droplet liquids are
830 (castor oil) and 6400 (silicone oil) times more viscous (dynamic viscosity) than the external
liquid (water with surfactant). All three components had similar densities. In the simulations, both
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the densities and viscosities of the three liquids were nearly the same. Since the rotation rate of fluid
spheres increases towards the rate of rigid particles as the viscosity of the internal fluid increases,25

the difference in rotation rates between the experiments and simulations is tentatively attributed to
the higher viscosity of the experimental droplets relative to the external fluid. The viscosity ratio
between the two droplet fluids is also expected to affect the dynamics of Janus droplets, but the effect
may be small when both droplet fluids are significantly more viscous than the external fluid and the
capillary number is low, making the Janus droplet move as a rigid body through the external fluid. It
should be noted that the simulations are two-dimensional and the effect of this difference between
the simulations and experiments has not been evaluated. Since both rigid spheres25 and cylinders26

rotate at half the shear rate, the effect of dimensionality on the rotation rate might not be significant,
but remains to be verified with three-dimensional simulations. Analyses of the effects of the vertical
confinement are also left for future work with three-dimensional simulations.

In simulations with Re < 0.2, the Case 2 Janus droplet did not rotate. At these low shear rates,
spurious currents become comparable in magnitude to the imposed shear flow, and the absence of
rotation (unlike the low-Re experiments of Torza and Mason16) is considered an unphysical effect
of the spurious currents. Results at 0.2 < Re < 0.47 are not presented because it is unclear if the
behaviour is unphysical due to the role of spurious currents.

Case 3 Janus droplets, in which the shape of the adhering droplets is nearly semicircular, behave
very differently from Case 2 droplets. One significant difference is the absence of vertical motion:
fluctuations in the vertical position of the centre of mass are less than half the lattice spacing. Another
difference is in the dependence of the angular velocity on the orientation angle, as shown in Fig. 11.
Results are shown only for Re = 4.7, at which spurious currents do not appear to have a significant
effect. With lower Reynolds numbers (0.47, 0.95, and 1.9) the internal flow field relative to rigid
rotation (as will be described in the following paragraph) resembled the eight-pole structure of the
spurious currents shown in Fig. 7. At Re = 4.7, the rotation rate ω fluctuates around a mean of
ω̄ = 0.35γ̇ with an amplitude of 0.1γ̇ . Case 3 droplets therefore rotate at about the same average
rate as Case 2 droplets, but the amplitude of the fluctuations is significantly lower for Case 3.
Furthermore, the maximum and minimum rotation rates no longer occur when the two halves of
the Janus droplet are oriented vertically or horizontally. The differences between the two cases are
related to the more even distribution of mass around the centre of mass in Case 3. Unlike Case 2,
the area exposed perpendicular to the flow does not change significantly as the Case 3 Janus droplet
rotates, creating a weaker dependence of the rotation rate on the orientation. A better understanding
of the rotation behaviour of Case 3 droplets can be obtained by studying the flow inside them.
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As for the Case 2 droplets, we examine the effects of increasing the width of the domain on
the behaviour of Case 3 Janus droplets. Simulations in a larger horizontal domain assist future
comparison of the (two-dimensional) simulations with experiments, which have not been reported
for sheared semi-circular droplets. Experiments with (homogeneous) droplets sheared in a narrow
gap (only slightly larger than the diameter of the drop) have been performed,30 and therefore
experiments are possible with the same ratio 2R/H ≈ 0.5 as in the simulations, where R is the radius
of the undeformed, semi-circular Janus droplet. Replicating a periodic domain (with a series of
equally spaced drops) is not practical, but simulations in successively larger domains can be used
to evaluate the effect of horizontal periodicity. Maintaining constant drop size while increasing the
domain size is easier with Case 3 droplets than with Case 2 droplets because the two drop phases
interact identically with the bulk phase. Only one initial concentration therefore needs to be found
to keep the sizes of both drops constant. As shown in Fig. 11, the change in the rotation rate when
doubling the domain size from W = 768 to W = 1536 is small, indicating that these simulations
describe droplets that are not confined horizontally. Comparing the horizontally confined (W = 256)
and unconfined (W ≥ 768) cases, the orientations for minimum and maximum rotation speed remain
the same, while the rotation speeds are different. For horizontally unconfined droplets, the maximum
rotation rate increases to 0.5γ̇ and the minimum rate decreases from 0.25γ̇ to 0.14γ̇ . The amplitude
of the fluctuation in the rotation rate of unconfined droplets is therefore nearly double the amplitude
of confined droplets. The period of the rotation increases from γ̇ τ/4π = 1.6 (confined) to 2.1
(unconfined).

To gain insight into the dependence of the rotation rate on the orientation angle and the difference
between the rotation of a Case 3 Janus droplet and a rigid body, we consider the motion of the fluid
in the Janus droplet relative to the motion of an equivalently shaped rigid body that rotates with the
same angular velocity. For each orientation φ shown in Fig. 12, the velocity due to rigid rotation
(�urot ) at a rate ω(φ) about the centre of mass of the compound droplet was subtracted from the fluid
velocity (�u). The streamlines of the resulting velocity field are shown in Fig. 12. For reference, the
relative velocity field for a cross-section of an undeformed, spherical, homogeneous drop in creeping
flow25, 27, 31 is shown in Fig. 13. While simulations at lower Reynolds numbers showed a pattern
with eight rotation centres, the streamlines at Re = 4.7 clearly differ from the eight-pole spurious
current structure (Fig. 7). A four-pole vortex structure can be seen in the even-numbered frames.
The structure and magnitude of the relative flow are similar to those of the exact solution (Fig. 13),
supporting the conclusion that the flow is not spurious. Compared to the exact solution, the structure
in the deformed drop is only slightly rotated in the direction of the applied shear. The centres of the
four vortices remain constant in a stationary reference frame; they do not rotate with the droplet.
The upper (right of centre) and lower (left of centre) vortices circulate in the direction of the applied
shear, while the left (above centre) and right (below centre) vortices rotate in the opposite direction.
When the internal interface passes near two of the vortex centres, the corresponding vortices are not
present. Thus, all four vortices are present in frames 2, 4, 6, and 8, while only two are clearly visible
in the other orientations. The periodicity with period π in Fig. 11 indicates that the simulation results
are symmetric with respect to an exchange of the two droplet fluids.

Figure 12 also shows the relative velocities in positions 5–8 for three horizontal domain sizes.
Again, the differences between the simulations with W = 768 and W = 1536 are small, indicating
that the results with these domain sizes represent the behaviour of a droplet that is not confined
horizontally. In the two larger domains, the droplets deform more from a circular shape. Horizontal
confinement reduces the amplitude of the oscillation in the rotation rate (Fig. 11) and the magnitude
of the flow relative to rigid rotation, but the structure of the vortices remains generally unchanged.

The rotation rate and vortex structure depend on the orientation of the droplet in the following
manner:

� Position 1. The droplet rotates fastest in this position. The internal interface is inclined with the
applied shear direction. Two vortices are present and both rotate against the applied shear. The
(absolute not relative) fluid flow in the vortex near the outer interface therefore moves slower
than rigid rotation, while the flow near the centre of the Janus droplet moves faster. As the
droplet rotates past position 1, the two vortices decrease in size and the rotation slows.
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FIG. 12. Streamlines of the internal flow relative to pure rotation (�u − �urot) at the instantaneous rate ω(φ) and different
droplet orientation angles φ. The numbers shown match the labels in Fig. 11. The colour in the upper row identifies the fluid
composition; in the lower rows, the colour shows the magnitude of the relative velocity (γ̇ R)−1 |�u − �urot|. The radius R used
to scale the velocity magnitude is the radius of the undeformed Janus droplet.

� Position 2. All four vortices are present and the rotation rate is halfway between the minimum
and maximum rates. After position 2, the two vortices that rotate against the shear direction
are no longer present, and the two vortices that rotate with the shear flow grow. The growth
continues until position 3.

� Position 3. The rotation rate is slowest, and the vortices are largest. In this position, the internal
interface is aligned against the applied shear. Fluid in the vortices moves faster than the local
speed due to rigid-body rotation in the region near the outer interface and slower near the centre
of the droplet. After position 3, the two vortices shrink and the other two form.

� Position 4. The two vortices that started forming after position 3 are present, and they rotate
against the applied shear. These vortices then grow and the cycle repeats.

Due to symmetry, positions 5–8 are equivalent to positions 1–4. To summarize, the rotation rate is
in the upper half of its range when two vortices that rotate against the shear flow are present; the rate
is in the lower half when vortices that rotate with the shear flow are present.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

The equilibrium states of Janus droplets in stationary fluid and the rotation of Janus droplets
in shear flow were simulated. A force balance model was used to obtain equations for calculating
interfacial tension ratios from the equilibrium geometry of a Janus droplet. The inverse problem
of determining the equilibrium geometry for known interfacial tensions was also solved. These
equations were used to evaluate the use of the two-dimensional Shan-Chen lattice Boltzmann
method for simulations of Janus droplets. Excellent agreement was found between the interfacial
tensions obtained from the equilibrium geometry and from the Young-Laplace law. Systems with
adhering, separated, and engulfed droplets were shown.

Adhering droplets with two different geometries in shear flow were simulated. When the
geometry of the Janus droplet is two slightly overlapping circles, the Janus droplet rotates fastest
when oriented vertically and slowest when horizontal. While the droplet rotates, its centre of mass
oscillates between the shear planes. This first type of Janus droplet rotates at an average rate of
70% the rate of solid cylinders in unconfined shear flow. The average rotation rate increases to 80%
as the aspect ratio of the domain increases from 1:1 (width:height) to 6:1. In the second type of
Janus droplet, the two portions of the droplet had a nearly semicircular shape. These droplets do not
oscillate between the shear planes and rotate at the same average rate as the first type. The amplitude
of the fluctuation in the rotation rate is smaller for the second type of droplet, and the orientations
for maximum and minimum rotation are also different. The internal flow in the second type of Janus
droplet was analyzed by subtracting the rotation of an identically shaped rigid body from the flow
field. A four-pole vortex structure was found, and its structure and magnitude are similar to those
of the flow in a sheared homogeneous drop. The vortices are present in nearly constant locations
(in a stationary frame of reference; the vortex positions do not rotate with the droplets) provided
that the inter-droplet interface does not pass through them. The maximum and minimum rotation
rates occur when the internal interface passes through two of the vortex positions, leaving only two
co-rotating vortices. These simulations of semicircular Janus droplets were performed in square
domains with twice the width and height of the droplet’s diameter. In simulations with domains that
are sufficiently large to approximate horizontally unconfined droplets, the structure of the vortices
remains the same, the average rate of rotation decreases to 60% of the rate of a solid cylinder, and
the amplitude of the fluctuation in the rotation rate doubles.

Surface tension ratios determine the geometry and consequently the behaviour of Janus droplets
in shear. Though spurious currents restrict the parameter range in which physically correct results can
be obtained, simulation results with the Shan-Chen method provide insight into the ways that Janus
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droplets with different geometries behave in shear flow. To determine the feasible parameter range
for Shan-Chen simulations of droplets and emulsions in shear, it is recommended to first perform
simulations with high shear speeds ( 0.1 lattice units, near the upper limit for incompressible flow)
and well-resolved droplets (R > 20 lattice units). The shear speed may then be decreased until
unphysical behaviour occurs when spurious currents and the imposed shear flow have comparable
magnitudes. The streamlines of the flow with shear should be compared with the streamlines of
the spurious currents in the absence of shear to assess whether the effects of spurious currents are
small. Based on the results for single droplets, Janus emulsions are expected to exhibit a rich and
complex range of behaviours and therefore rheologies. Further work is needed to study droplets
in three-dimensional simulations, reduce spurious currents, and thus expand the range of feasible
parameters, and eventually simulate emulsions of Janus droplets and chains.
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